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The Most Advanced


Formulas



The Qualia product line is the result of


thousands of hours of research and development


by top scientists in complex-systems modeling,


neurobiology, and organic chemistry.




Buy Now





Buy Now
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Qualia Senolytic



Inspired by groundbreaking research, it's the two-day


cellular rejuvenation regimen you can't live without.*




Buy Now





Buy Now
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The Ultimate Nootropic



Qualia Mind is the formula that put Neurohacker


on the map in 2016. Today it remains the ultimate


nootropic formula to quickly enhance focus, memory,


and mental clarity, while supporting long-term


brain health.




Buy Now





Buy Now
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OPTIMIZED AGING:


BOOST NAD+ UP TO 50%



Qualia NAD+ can boost NAD+ up to 50%
with clinically-tested ingredients that
can help support your cellular health.*




Buy Now





Buy Now
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Optimized
Sleep



Qualia Night is the first ever sleep support supplement designed


to deliver far more than just sound sleep.




Buy Now





Buy Now
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Collective Insights


Podcast



Cutting-edge conversations for a better world and a better life.




Learn More





























About Qualia





We are scientists, medical practitioners, biohackers, and health conscious creators sharing our knowledge and techniques to help optimize the quality of your life—beginning with your mind.
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Science



Our aim is to expand the collaborative nature of research for the benefit of all. Transparent in all things to advance the science.
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Collective Mission



Our mission is to advance human quality of life. We believe fully optimized human beings help create a better world.
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Solutions



We create supplements to help you perform at your peak. They are radically different than anything else out on the market.
















qua·li·a -
/ˈkwälēə/


1. In philosophy, qualia refers to individual instances of subjective conscious experience. ‘Qualia’ - the experiential Quality of what it is like to be you. We chose it because we are interested in supporting the entire spectrum of meaningful subjective human experiences.













Qualia Formulation Approach





We strive to provide the highest quality possible in every Qualia product: the best science, the highest quality ingredient sourcing, the best delivery mechanisms, the highest quality information and customer service.
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Complexity Science



We take a complexity science—the science of complex adaptive systems—approach to formulation.
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Top Scientists & MDs



Top scientists in complex-systems modeling, neurobiology, organic chemistry, PhD and MD advisors contribute to Qualia product ideation, formulation and testing.
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Research-backed Premium Ingredients



Qualia ingredients are chosen based on the strong empirical basis for their role in the formulation and their known safety.
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Purity & Potency



We take great care to use potent, high-purity, and bioavailable forms of each ingredient that are vegan, gluten-free and non-GMO.
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Full Transparency



We are 100% transparent. No proprietary blends. We publish the rationale behind our ingredient and dosage choices.
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Meaningful DOSAGES



We include meaningful dosages of each ingredient for their intended purpose in every Qualia product, while also respecting the synergies between related ingredients.











Learn More













Qualia Studies



Scientifically rigorous & transparent in all things to advance the science.
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Qualia NAD+ Placebo-Controlled Clinical Study Preliminary Results








Read the exciting results of our double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial of Qualia NAD+.










Read More
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Qualia Senolytic Placebo-Controlled Clinical Study Results








A double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial of Qualia Senolytic showed a statistically significant reduction in total scores of issues related to joint health and performance, which includes Joint Discomfort, Physical Function, and Joint Stiffness. 










Read More
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Qualia Synbiotic Beta Study








Qualia Synbiotic Enhanced Healthy Digestive Performance in Just 15 Days. Thirty-six healthy adults completed the study. All participants reported occasional, mild-to-moderate digestive complaints before taking Qualia Synbiotic. Participants were given enough Qualia Synbiotic to take one serving per day for fifteen days per label recommendations.










Read More
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Insights



Topics to stimulate your thinking, feeling and achievement.
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By

Dr. Gregory Kelly






3 Science-Backed Ways to Induce Autophagy to Boost Longevity and Cognitive Function








By taking advantage of these science-backed ways to promote autophagy, you can support your overall health and cognitive function.










Read More
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By

Sara Adães, Ph.D.






Rewire Your Brain: Science-Backed Exercises to Boost Neuroplasticity








Science-backed tools and techniques to help you harness neuroplasticity and improve cognitive performance.










Read More
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By

Darrell Grable






The Four Foundational Quadrants of Neurohacking








We optimize our well-being by supporting four foundational quadrants: mind care, body care, relationships, and environment. By using this integrative framework our time on earth can consistently experience beauty and happiness, from which we can offer our greatest contribution in return.










Read More
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By

Dr. Gregory Kelly






The Neuroscience of Sleep: How Sleep Works and How to Get More of It








Getting a good night’s sleep requires timing and precision of what to release, where in the brain to release it, and when to release it. In a nutshell: sleep isn’t simple. The good news is that the brain can effectively regulate all of these different factors with the right support. But in order to support the sleep process, we must first understand the neuroscience of sleep.










Read More
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How to Level Up Your Focus With Meditation








In the most simplistic of statements: the ability to focus is vital because it’s the gateway to all thinking, perception, memory, learning, reasoning, problem solving, and decision making. And meditation is the powerful neurohacking tool you need to get started.










Read More
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Doctors, Scientists, Health and Fitness Leaders Who Love Qualia
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Dave Asprey


of The Asprey Group
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Ben Greenfield


of Ben Greenfield Fitness
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Dr. Molly Maloof


of Adamo Bioscience
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Nathalie Niddam


Biohacking Superhuman Performance
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Dr. Heather Sandison


of North County Natural Medicine
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Kaillie Humphries


Olympic Champion
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Dr. Dan Stickler


of Aperion Academy
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Dr. Mindy Pelz


Resetter Podcast
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Mark Divine


of SEALFIT
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Chris Williamsom


Modern Wisdom
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Brian Bradley


Egoscue Method
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Luke Storey


Author and Speaker
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Thadeus Owen


of Primal Hacker
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Ben Angel


Award-Winning Author
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Dr. Stephanie Estima


The Better! Podcast
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Rachele Brooke Smith


of Disruptive Dare
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Dr. Hyla Cass


Author of 8 Weeks to Vibrant Health
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Jamie Wheal


Best-selling Author
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Mike Bledsoe


of The Bledsoe Show
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Jason Silva


of Brain Games / Nat Geo
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Gray Maynard


MMA Fighter
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Brian Mackenzie


Creator of CrossFit Endurance
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Forrest Griffin


MMA Champion
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Anthony Diclimenti


Author, The Biohacker’s Guide
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Nick Kusmich


International Speaker & Author
















Some of the individuals mentioned above are shareholders of Neurohacker and/or receive commissions for Qualia sales.














Podcast



Conversations on the concepts and technologies revolutionizing human wellness.
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By

Dr. Nick Bitz






Senolytics - Neurohacker Science Team - Aging








Dr. Nick Bitz and Dr. Greg Kelly join us to discuss one of the biggest aging breakthroughs of our time, senolytics.










Read More
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By

Daniel Schmachtenberger






Fear - Andrew Huberman, Ph.D. - Neuroscience








Dr. Andrew Huberman joins us in this encore episode to discuss the neuroscience of fear and how we can learn to flip our “courage circuit” in our brain.










Read More
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"Qualia delivers the most comprehensive supplementation available in any nootropic stack I have seen. It is designed to deliver meaningful improvements to overall cognitive function."



Dr. Daniel Stickler













"I love Qualia Mind! Unlike many other formulas that use minimal amounts, it has the top nootropics in the amounts shown by research to be most effective. By my patients’ reports and my own experience, Mind helps us to feel more alert, energized, happier and productive when we take our daily dose. Thank you, Neurohacker!"



Dr. Hyla Cass, psychiatrist, author of Natural Highs and 8 Weeks to Vibrant Health













"As a naturopathic doctor, I'm curious about what goes into a product (ingredients, amounts, etc.), but I'm far more interested in the response it produces when people take it. I joined Neurohacker Collective after Qualia Mind was already on the market and gaining a growing number of converts. My decision was based of how impressed I was with their commitment to complexity science and the strength of their initial nootropic formulas. I haven't been disappointed: Qualia has become the core of my morning dietary supplement routine."



Dr. Gregory Kelly













"I'm so grateful for Qualia. Your product has helped a ton of my patients. Thank you so much for what you guys are doing."



Dr. Heather Sandison













"Qualia is what I call the “mother’s little helper” of the future. Only instead of shutting out your feelings and escaping life – like in the Rolling Stones song, Qualia helps me do more, feel more and live more."



Dr. Michelle Sands



















Learn a Better Strategy for Well-being



Don't allow your joy to be consumed by mental exhaustion and stress. The Foundational Guide to Neurohacking offers a balanced strategy to empower your goals and purpose, to make life a more fulfilling journey.







* By completing this form you are signing up to receive our emails and can unsubscribe at any time.
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We are focused on making groundbreaking products for health and well-being through complex systems science.
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* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. The products and information on this website are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. The information on this site is for educational purposes only and should not be considered medical advice. Please speak with an appropriate healthcare professional when evaluating any wellness related therapy. Please read the full


medical disclaimer


before taking any of the products offered on this site.



*** This review represents the personal experience and opinions of the author, and is not a guarantee, promise, or reflection of other users’ results. The author may have been provided free product and compensation in exchange for this endorsement.



**note offer automatically enrolls in a cancel-anytime monthly subscription for one Qualia per month.

























